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SUMMARY
OF EFFORTSTO INCREASESALESTAXBY
The 39th Legislature
the adoption
State

was faced with a well-organized

of an increase

of Utah meet their

financing

in the sales

increasing

viewpoint,

approaches;

its

later

This is an examination

2)

its

groups in pursuit

uation

in which the activities

1)

of the various

Most of these elements do not lend themselves

of the lobbying.

several

to the public.

connection

with the
different

4) It provided a sitlobbyists

to final

were rather
conclusions

However, one which is a little

uate is the effectiveness

initial

The move to adopt the

It involved several

of a commonsolution.

they are merely discussedo

from an

issue which contains

because of its
3)

in

failureo

and was quite visible

well-known problems of the cities.
interest

particularly

movement; its

significanceo

significance

of the

This paper wil l outline,

and finally

tax was well-publicized

It had widespread

plight,

of one particular

elements which have continuing

t%sales

financial

the background of this
attempts;

lobby promoting

tax to help the cities

the needs of law enforcement.

observer's

t%

Certain

and so

easier

conclusions

obvious.

to evalabout this

will be drawn.
One final
Legislature

explanation

as a legislative

Although an effort
make themselves
be significant

should be made.
assistant

was made to maintain

apparent

to the reader.

enough to destroy

I was involved in the 39th

to the President
objectivity,
Hopefully,

the validity

of this

of the Senate.

certain

biases

these biases
approach.

may

will not

-2-

BACKGROUND
It was apparent

as the session

be gan that the cities

another campaign for help from the Legislature
This was made abundantly
Commissiono He stated
listened

similar

occasions

that the Legislature

to the pleas of Salt Lake City in the last

wondered how they could continue

needs of the cities,

region.

had been completely

and that the cities

faces the cities

of the State,

by a regressive

services.

While this

to this State

has created

tax base and increasing

nevertheless

the assessed

which is

or as soon to the

it has arrived.
increase

For
in

in Salt Lake City averaged between Jo4% and 1.7% while

valuation

of Salt Lake County j_ncreased from 2.1% increase

between 1967-19 68 to 15.7% between 1970-1971.
Salt Lake City declined

slightly

of the County went up substantially.
approximately

and the

demand and costs for

problem has not come as severely

of Utah, as many other states,

valuation

or

Rising urban

an inequity

example, during the years from 1967 to 1971, the percent

daily,

and par-

the same symptoms that other nrunicipalities

to the suburbs,

aggravated

He

to the

coupled with a movement of the poor into the core cities

rich and middle classes

property

direction.

oblivious

across the nation have been showing in the past decadeo

State

and he

were becoming desperate.

Salt Lake City and Ogden, are not peculiar
They are manifesting

problems,

trieso

had not

two sessions,

to turn deaf ears in this

legislatures

The problem that apparently
ticularly

to previous

clear by Commissioner Garn of the Salt Lake City
on several

implied that previous

were launching

Also, the population

of

from 1960 to 1970 while the population
According to Commissioner Garn,

80,000 people commute to Salt Lake City from outlying

and in the process they use municipal services

areas

for which they pay

-3little

or nothin g.
Hot only do citizens

of Salt

Lake City subsidize

way, but th ey are taxed 24.5 mills

in this

unincorporated

areas of the county.

levy plus the 24.5 mill
resources

of the city

particular

city

levy.

more than people living

They pay 18.5 mills
The overall

result

in

on a countywide
has been that

have not been keepin g pace withits

the

The

needs.

quite

closely

with the now-familiar

As pointed

out earlier,

apparently

the pleas

beGan some time a go, but they are getting
intensify.

These pleas

of the solutions

in this

plight

of vir-

of our nation 's urban areas.

tuall y all

for help for the cities

stronger

have been directed

as the problems

at the State

proposed by the cities

will

Capitol.

The

be discussed

later

paper.

A more recent

element in this

over lack of r evenue,

controversy

the problem of law enforcement.

The crim e rate

not as high as some other

is growing at a very rapid

FBI says that
avera ge.

Utah's

an issue

adequate

in Salt

is growing 87% faster

plus the growing awareness

high mountain valleys

of these

the cities

areas,

crime rate

This statistic,

security

provide

residents

problems of Sal t Lake City could be spotli ghted more clearly,

but they correspond

nature

outside

to hang their

law enforcement.

that

hat ono
Our lives

all

Lake City,
rate.

is

while
The

than the national
of people in the

is not right

has given

I1ore money is needed to

11

and property

are in danger;

something must be done ! 11
Out of thi s sentiment
for netter
indj_viduals,

has e;rown an or gan ization

called

the Alliance

Law Enforcement , or ABLE:
. Comr,osed of numerous prominent
this

gro up was or e;aniz ed to promote bett er law enforcement

by

puttin r, more policemen on the streets.
money, and this

Of course,

is where the needs of this

this requires

group coincided

more

with those of

the cities.
Another less obvious, but viable
policeman's
officers

lobby.

The policeman's

but also for more benefits

employed.

They employed a full-time

As events progressed,
of the lobbying.
tatives,

detailed

their

and increased
lobbyist

discussion

out earlier,
of property

efforts

salaries

for those already

to work for their

of this

unions.

It did not seem that

proble~ will

With this

In fact,
A more

come later.

that should be mentioned was the intransigence

tax to finance

is that

interests.

the city represen-

in any meaningful wa;t, however.

increased

they probably have legitimate

and property

several

city needso

property

tax levies.

complaints

A further

tax increases

of

As pointed

about the effectiveness

incentive

which might be

city commissioners are coming up for election

this

are far from being popular.

much background we can proceed to analyze the course which

was followed by the various
reaction

are for more

three major groups seemed to be doing the bulk

the city connnissions to consider

inplied,

is the

times they seemed to be working at cross-purposeso

One other factor

of the legislatureo

bear upon the legislature
subtleo

unions in the state

the ABLEgroup, and the policeman's

at certain

situation,

These are the three mentioned above:

they coordinated

fall,

force in this

The influences

promoters of the sales

tax increase,

Some of the pressures
were quite

that were brought to

obvious while others were fairly

that were apparent will be discussed

as to their

effectivenesso

accomplish,

a comparison can at least

and the

While this will be fairly

and assessed

difficult

be made with other similar

to
situations.

-.5INITIAL APPROACHES
The forces

had already been marshalled

when the legislature

on January 11, 19710 Although it takes awhile for things
it was obvious from the very beginning
be made to persuade the legislature
was not clear

exactly

what that

to get underway,

that a strong effort

to increase

increase

was going to

the sales

tax by

who was employed by the policemen's

and he made the rounds with the leadership

had been organized was an indication
This organization
increase

was putting

The

unions was a former legislator,

Several

and were being published

ad.option of the proposed increaseo

needs.

in the Senate and the House

almost as soon as they were in the door.
had been published

t%. It

would be used to accomplish,

except that it would be used for something other than State
lobbyist

convened

The fact

editorials

concerning

and articles

the needs for the

that a group such as ABLE

that something significant

out all kinds of information

was underway.

about the

of crime in Salt Lake City and the lack of money to finance

ad.e-

quate police protection.
During the first

two weeks of the legislature,

a survey was published

in the Salt Lake Tribune which pointed up the magical connotation
had been given to the
way:
States.

"Studies

t~ sales

ones.

in the United

it is proposed that the legisl ature allow local

to levy a sales

hire additional

The survey was worded this

show Utah ranks near the top in crime rate

To combat this,

comnnnities

tax concept.

which

tax to raise

the salaries

of policemen and

Would you favor or oppose such a tax?

11

(Accordin g

to the Utah Foundation both Salt Lake City and Utah are below the national
and re gional averages in total
only in property

crime and they exceed the nation al averages

crime and grand larcen y o Therefore,

the first

statement

-6was misleading.)

When this

statement

weeks were coupled together,

naturally

proposition.

The lobbyists

stron g backing for their

there was strong support for the

used the results

survey was that

to the needs of law enforcement.

of Salt Lake City much because its
an anticipated
year 1972.

deficit
The city

was law enforcement,
favored

increasing

of this

survey to demonstrate

approach.

Another problemwj_th this
directly

and the propa ganda of the preceding

tax increase

This did not help the position

cry was for more money to make up for

in the general
commissioners

it tied the sales

fund of 4.4 million

tried

to show that

dollars

in fiscal

one of their

big needs

but they could not use the survey to show that people
sales

tax in order to meet the overa.ll needs of the

cities.
Those who were concerned directly
enforcement

used fairly

elementary

They cited

various

crime rate

in Utah and Salt

with getting

tactics

lature

a daily

categories

Lake, and estimates

to the legislators.
departm ent oulining

the critical

In the legis-

in the various
etc.

were distributed

by the Salt Lake City police

needs of the department,

All of these thin gs taken together

very gloomy picture
ularly

to the population.

published

opinion.

of the numbers of police-

murders , armed robberies,

A booklet,

public

about the increasing

record of the number of law violations

such as rapes,

and discussed.

to mobilize

types and kinds of statistics

men that should be employed in relation

more money for law

of the law enforcement

agencies

was distributed

served to portray
in the State,

a

partic-

tn the urban areas of Salt Lake and Weber Counties.
The city

connnission took a sliehtly

a summary of their

fiscal

history

different

in recent

tack.

years trying

They prepared
to show that they

-7were handli ng money wisely
battle
cited

and efficiently,

but that they were losing
and the problems already

of the budget to persist ent inflation
in this

papero

the

Their approach was typically

low-key and personal.

It was based on exper i ence which they had gained in the two previous
sessions

of the legislature.

the cities
They felt

The commissioners told the legislators

were not receivin g the help that they needed from the State.
that a deaf ear had been turned in their

were coming to the end of their

He said that he could not continue

was available.

He felt

to do s omething about city needs when no money

dence that the legislature

a hot one from the beginn i ng.

said about it.

a lack of confi-

aid.

made the

Even though no bills

t%sales

tax issue

had yet been intro-

program, much had been said and was continually

Facing this

for themselves.

they figured

portrayed

would come to their

The combination of all of these forces

this

where he was

that he could not continue

The cormnissioners continually

duced concerning

hut they

i f the needed help did not come.

to serve in a capacity

powerless because of lack of funds.
to res i st publ i c pressure

direction,

rope and they needed help desperatelyo

One commissioner threaten ed to resign

the facts

that

they had better

as they were, the legislators
They were getting
do their

being

set about finding

a lot of pressure,

but now

homework.

ATTITUDESOF THE LEGISLATORS
One of the first
we have been hearing

things

the legislators

thought was this:

"Recently

a great deal about the Omnibus Crime Control Act

which was to have provided Federal
the l aw enforcement agencies

money to increase

across the United States.

the effectiveness

of

Why isn 1 t it solving

-8..:.

the problems that everyone is crying about?"
up and legislative
of the first
available

interns

projects

were assigned

As the legislature

to the various

geared

legislators,

one

given to them was to find out how much money was

to the cities

from the federal

government to help them with their

problems.
These interns

first

Safety for the State
affairs
vision

that

went to see Ray Jackson,

of Utah.

come under state

Commissioner of Public

He is in char ge of all law enforcement
jurisdictiono

As such, he has overall

super-

over the Law Enforcement Planning Agency which is given the admin-

istrative

responsibility

for the Omnibus Crime Control Act in the State.

Althou gh Commissioner Jackson was not familiar
of the program, he was helpful

in eiving an overview of it.

The next source of information
Enforcement Plannin g Agency.
the various · law enforcement

departments

The impression

in certain

in tte State

seemed not to be aware

about this federal
which actually

program.

In fact,

approves the money

had given approval for $150,000 to be used in

areas,

Salt Lake City for a 24-man task forceo

Juzy 1970,

He pointed

areas to help them, and the larger

the Law Enforcement Planning Council,
to be used in various

from him was that

through the Omnibus Bill.

agencies

seemed to be skeptical

received

in the State were not taking full

available

out that many of the smaller
that money was available

was Robert Andersen, head of the Law

agencies

advantage of the resources

with many of the specifics

This approval had been made in

but the program was not yet in effect

because the Salt Lake City

Police Department wanted to make sure they could get the matching money.
When their
the impression
departments

findin gs were disclosed
that the cities

were not fully

all that was available

turn used this

information

to the legislators

to reply

incorporatine

·they r ecei ved
into their

through the Omnibus Crime Acto

They in

to tho se pushin g for ad.di tiona.l rev enue

-9by saying that th~y ought to use Federal money if
of coming to the State for helpo

it was available

instead

The policemen be gan asking for specifics

on how much money they had which they hrui not made use of arrlso the Law
Enforcement Planning Agency was consulted
a report

written

by

one of the interns

where money was available

again.

which outlined

as well as alternatives

Copies of this report

The result

were distributed

a number of areas

to the!%

to several

where all this

He reacted

money was that he was supposed to have.

Robert Andersen, Ray Jackson,
who had prepared

The result

in the Senate,

Chief Whitehead,

the report.

The conclusion

of the meeting

requested

directly

with Chief Whitehead about the amount of money actually
This report

$400 9 000 would be available

in fiscal

(Letter

February 17~ 1971.)

Since the Salt Lake Police Department felt

this

the department
After this
lators

and it

year 1972

from Robert Andersen to Haven Jo Barlow,

did not fulfill

their

needs, but the legislators

they needed
encouraged

to implement as much of it as possible.
particular

aspect of the problem was clarified

knew how much money could come from the f ederal

objections

available

was forthcoming

for Salt Lake Cityo

million

the

from the Law Enforcement Planning Agency working

to Salt Lake City through the program.

l.J

departments

As this became apparent,

senators

approximately

was that

city commissioners from Salt Lake City and

and the Law'Enforcement Planning Agency.

showed that

and

in Salt Lake Cit y,

was that there was a lack of communication between the various

a report

tax.

quickly by phoning Robert Andersen to ask him

a meeting was arranged with the leaders

the interns

sales

of the senators,

a copy found its way into the hands of the Chief of Police
Calvin Whitehead.

of this was

to the idea of the}% saies

and the le gis-

government, other

tax beean to be aired.

The opinio n

-10generally

was that there

at all possible.
legislators

should be no tax increases

Pressures

from constituents

before the session

durin g this

had apparently

support for any tax increase.

in the area of property

tax.

Organizations

there was a need to preserve

needs of the State
and the sales

ments.

like the Utah Taxpayers Association
and most le gislators

in the sales

tax for future

Historically

the income tax

tax and it was already

contemplated

the upward spiral

costs of education

plus all

government, they were very careful

remaining options

Another aspect

to get the state

government.

problem was related

later,

for increasing
and franchise

to consolidation

but there was a hesitancy

to commit tax resources

needed reform.

to a level

legislature

got the benefit.
the tax
taxeso

of county and

They hoped that this would provide more efficient

More about this

the le gislature

the responsibility

would perhaps cut back on property
of this

costs

Coupled with this was the conviction

to take the blame for increasin g taxes while the cities

while the cities

in welfare

about committing one of their

to helping the citieso

The State would have to shoulder

41%.

at

of the other costs of runn j ng

that perhaps the city commissioners were trying

felt

govern-

It is true that they were only asking for t%, but most legislators

and the continuing

tration.

and they

to turn over one of these sources to the local

As the legislators

city

there was

tax have been prime revenue sources for the State

opposed goin g past 5%ion sales

State

increases

and not the localities.

were quite reluctant

the

The stron eest feelin g was prob ably

were very much opposed to any propert y tax increases
felt

affected

if

be gan, and aside from the mireoccupation

tax proposed by the Governor and supported by the Democrats,
very little

session

adminis-

on the part of

of government which they

-11.:.

All of these factors
to increasing

combined to produce quite

the sales

tax.

the early part of the session
three

senators

realized

that

solutions

An estimate
concerning

the sales

during

tax was that perhaps

The senators

said they

had problems but the feelin g was that alternative
They began looking for a corr.bination of methods

must be found.

to solve the financial

of opposition

by one of the senators

would vote for it at that time.
the cities

a bit

crisis

of the cities.

FAILUREOF PRIMARY
STRATEGY
The above section
efforts

of the various

summarizes the results

obtained

from the initial

groups pushing for the

f%sales

tax.

above, the senators

had several

which they listened

to the:i.r case · and clarifi

meetings with the city commissj oners in
ed certain

approached the city conrrnissioners with several
increasing

poin ts.

alt er natives

They

such as

the mill levy or having the city charge for garbage collection.

Most of these met with a cold reception
mitted to an uncompromising position
told the ~egislators
to be back year after
the property

that

and the commissioners seemed com-

in relation

yeax requesting

further

in relation

After the controversy
resolv ed , the cities

tax, they would have

They pointed

to financial

shopping but pay no other

goods and services

over the availibility

out that sales

growth as well as extractin

They also emphasized that tourists

revenue as they purchased

They

stop-gap measures such as

revenue from those who use the city to do their
taxes to the city.

to the sales tax.

if they did not get the sales

tax and chaxging for gat'bage.

tax revenue increases

increase

As mentioned

would be helpin e
here in Utah.

of Omnibus funds was

said that these funds were not enou eh to be effecti ve

g

-12while the legislators
alternatives

they were preparing

the proponents

of the

tax met this

They continually

projected

for the sales

that

barrier,

to their

tax:, but that

is all

As

the y apparently

maintained

their

position

problem.

a very pessimistic

not seem to impress the le gislators
ternatives

of a package of

to meet the needs of the cities.

the sa les tax was the only solution
The lobbyist~

pects

1%sales

to go for broke.

decided
that

viewed them as a major portion

attitude

about the pros-

they could talk

a.bout .

This did

much, and they did not pursue the al-

they had proposed be cause of the stub horness

of the lobby-

ists.
At about this
advertisement

time,

types of unlawful

ra pe s, murders,a~d
i n effect,

arson,

Lake pape r s .

using rec ent occurrences

11

burnin g of several

implication

!%s ales

these

was clear--these
tax to finance

things

made refer-

among a group of boys at a su permarket.

was pulled , and a fellow was shot and killed.

the recent

This ad

to emphasize them and

The murder which the advertisement

of a scuffle

paee

such as home burglaries,

If we had more policemen on the streets,

ence to was the result
gun

activities

ABLEran a full

11

would not have happened.

A

reason,

on the back of the two major Salt

pict ured various

said,

for some unexplained

churchhouses
things

The arson cases were

in the Salt

Lake area.

The

would not have happened if we had a

law enforcement

so that

we could put more police -

men on the streets.
The general
articl
l ature

e was that
into

line

feeling

of the le gislators

after

ABLE was making use of scare
because

of th e advertisement,

of overwhelmi ng public

they placed

of the House of Representatives.

the appearance

tactics

to brin r, the le gis-

r ea ction.

a coupon addressed

of the

At th e bottom

to Richard

Howe, Spea ker

People were encour aged to cut this

out

-13and send it to him to show their
Howe was not particularly

support for the sales

ta.x.

Speaker

impressed with the pile of coupons he received

in the mail.
In reference

to the advertisement

voicin g support for the !% sales
refus ed to take responsibility
that

it was unfortunate

that

said that it was an insult
being,
felt

in the paper,

tax,

the policemen and the cities,

for the article.

They actually

it had been run.

The policeman's

to his profession.

that ABLEhad committed a faux IIB&•
that their

The cities,

intelligence
despite

the reverses,

As they continu ed to push their

still
financial

case,certain

The legislators

temporary help instearl

stated
lobbyist

It seemed, for the time
If anything,

the legislators

had been insulted.

could show that they were in serious

began to come clear.

the other two groups

of solving

had a strong caseo
trouble

and needed helpo

differences

in philosophy

seemed willing

their

They

continuing

to give the cities
problems right

now.

DISAGREEME
NT ONLONG-RANGE
PLANNING
There were several
philosophy

factors

held by both sides.

that entered

into the rationale

One question-mark

which has not previously

been mentioned was the hope held by some:individuals
would get his revenue-sharing
that cities
of federal

a few legislators
to cities

that President

Alghough the prospects
felt

that before

was formulated,

goine to do.

considerable

were not terribly

any long-range

taxo

amounts

promising~ quite

program of State

they should see what the federal

They wanted to give short-range

of any help from sales

Nixon

program through Congress with the result

such as Salt Lake and Ogden would receive
aid.

behind the

assistance

government was

help to the cities

in lieu

-14Another aspe ct which has been briefly
tion

of county government and city

pie ces of le gis lation
more feasible.
State

mentioned is that

government into

Constitution

states

that

must have the same form of governmento

cl ass cities
and other
vastly

to have school districts

constitution

different

selves.

all

Certain

makes this
counties

It also requires

independent

al requirements

counties

pr oposal

in the
second-

from th e county.

have made it very difficult

thr oughout the State

other

These
for the

eovern them-

to adequately

Through amendments which have been proposed by the legislature,

these restrictions
be the electorate
and the city

can be removed although
in 1972.

the amendments must be approv ed
among most of the legislators

It is the feeling

and county cormnissioners

that

a municipal-type

coveri ng the whole county would more effectively
Lake County.

As pointed

out, however, this

two years, and th en it would be quite
ironed

out.

In the meantime, the state

while the city

officials

The prevailing

attitude

place,
By this

to the

ti

entitled

tax.

services

the increase
.

It enabled

favor waiting

financial

is that

the count y and the citi es .

assistance.

until

is the one that

consolidation

services

was supported

by

came from the Governor 's office

tax to the consolidation

municipal

consolidation,

in the House in r espect

the county to levy an increased

as they combined certain

after

to make

Allan Mecham introduc ed H. B. 225,

Another proposal

in sales

the bugs couid be

governments until

had been introduced

Representative

ABLE ancl the oth er groups.

all

be wasted.

Local Option Sales Tax, and this

and tied

officials

among many legislators

time two bills

sales

cannot be done for at least

say they need long-range

too much money will

government

serve the people of Salt

a while before

chan ges in the wa:ys of financin g local

takes

one unit.

came out of the 39th Session,which

The State

of consolida -

presently

of -municipal
sales

tax as soon

admini ste rf~d by both

-1 .5One reason that the Governor's
the attitude

of the legislators.

of consolidation

bill

was geared to consolidation

could take place before approval of the constitutional

it was approved.

justify

A move in this direction,
the t% sales

giving the cities

solely

to work out problems

it was felt,

to earmark the sales

revenue.

An estimate

amount of revenue that would be brought in across the state
tax oft% was $12 million.

law enforcement
The question

agencies

was this,

use of a 5Cf/oincrease
not have this
smaller

tax

for law enforcement was that the law enforcement would

simply not be able to absorb the additional

in the sales

would

tax.

A conc ern which was voiced about proposals
increase

amount

The hope here was that a certain

amendments, and this would lessen. the time necessary
after

was

At the present

Can these law enforcement

in their

confidence.

amount, but that

from an increase

time, all of the

in the State are spending approximately
11

budgets7

They felt

11

on the

$24 million.

agencies make efficient

The legislators,

generally,

did

that they might be able to use a

severe problems would result

if all the money

went to law enforcement.
The natural
the cities
still

concern was that the money would go to

and only part of it wnuld be spent on law enforcem ent.

bothered

cities

answer to this

some of the legislators

were given the revenue from the sales

they would get in their
taxes.

For exai'lple, Salt Lake City now levies

In th e past,

mill levies

smaller

the

other less popular

a 4jb franchise

tax which

and they would like to reduce this

They would have been able to do this
revenue.

that if

tax, they would use the leeway

budgets to reduce or eliminate

has been challen ged in the courts

their

because they felt

This

cities

had they received

the sales

tax .

t AX

thro ur:hout the State have red uced

in proport i on to the amount of money they have received

-16from the State

for vario us projects

The legislators

felt

that

than increaBing

they would not like

eovern ment officials

taxes while the local
local

rather

services.

to take the blame for reducing

were gain ing support

for reducine

taxes.
There was a basic

The local

government officials

of effective
Sales

tax resource

tax is this

very wary about giving

that would be useful

additional
their

as inefficient

taxes

forcep were pretty

level

felt

that

strong.

about how the other
all

of the various

taking

a serious

Perhaps

it was an inherent

support

such a proposa .l,

different

liabilities

Another feeling

was that

using their

Perhaps
inherent

the cause,

each government

money and they were dis-

was using theirs.

proposals

had been aired

involved,

lo ok at alternatives
that

and the legislators

it seemed that
to the sales

they individually

most of them

tax increase .
did not want to

or maybe it was a concern tha.t something should

be done, but they knew that
several

They

and they were wondering where

but whatever

level

feeling

governments,

of transition.

constituencies,

good idea of the issues

started

to local

was going to come in the future.

they were efficiently

of time.

on the other hand were

resource

and in a period

among their

these

had a fairly

over a long period

had somethin g to do with the political

with increasing

After

State

some type

for the cities

officers

needs of the State

revenue for the State

attitudes

trustful

The State

away a profitable

were lookin g to the future

ar.iong the people involved.

wanted to secure

type of tax.

which they pictured

in philosophy

difference

the sales

tax would never go; at any rate,

avenues to get more revenue for the cities

The fact

was this,

the preliminaries

th e ball

was now in the leeislature

were over,
1

s court.

were explored .

the die had been cast,

and

-17DIFFERENT
APPROACHES
TO THEPRO
BLEM
As mentioned

above, there

the problems of the citieso
proposals

which attempted

concernin g them.
it

increased

The increased
to eliminate

The first

the sales

were several

certain

t%on

and counties

added r evenue.

levying

One of the objections

objections

to increase

was not earmarked for any particular
the cities

its

to this

The money derived

approach was that

any funds would be earmarked.

that

the push for increasing
yet there

way into the police

perha ps the citizens

Commission had said that
rescind

throu gh it all

being sold down the river.

He pointed

that

the money would find its

out that

the Salt

tax.

departments

the cities

Lake City

He concluded by
i n the State

were

were not pushin g hard

to get the money earmarked for law enforcem ent because
neaded money for oth er ar e as as well.

remarked

the tax unearmarked it would

the major police
Obviously,

did not provide

tax was being done in the name of

was no guarantee

if it received

would have to

representative

the sewer tax and the emergency utility

sayin g that

tax as the county

The bill

The police

the sales

department.

increase

was voiced by the law enforce-

was introduced.

that

law enforcement,

from this

An amendment was proposed to provid e a

Another objection

ment lobby as soon as the bill

In other words,

purpose but would be given back to

in each county in which the people themselves
taxo

Basically,

the taxo

government would be to levy it.

approve the increased

which were made

s ales tax by this

of the county would not be as eager to pay an increased

referendum

to solve

tax approach had several

a county option basiso

each individu al county was authorized
much i n order to obtain

sales

in trying

to be introduc ed was H. Bo 2250

bill

tax by

approaches

th ey felt

that

They maintain ed th at th ey would

th ey

-18spend part

of the increase

for law enforcement,

to use it in areas where they felt
The other major sales

proposal

of siftin
session

g cormnittee,

officeo

It was intended

approached

provisions

in this

be earmarked solely
were fire

that

there

bill

were that

solid

If consolidation

services,

had.

for it.

of certain

then th ey were authorized

The major
services

would

covered in this

planning

could be achieved

never came out

as the end of the

The services

waste disposal,

the legislators

This bill

was not enough support
consolidation

to be a compromise
that

it was apparent

for law enforcement.

protection,

services.

the law enforcement

perhaps because

wcE the bill

which was introduced

hoping to take care of some of the objections

had as well as so me that

these

the needs were the greatest.

tax proposal

which came from the Governor's

but they wanted th e freedom

and zoning,

in a particular

bill

and health

county on

to levy an additional .

t~ sales

tax.
The re~son for requiring
in the direction

counties

consolidation

which most le gislators

as soon as the constitutional
them :mthat
secure
this

direction

never really

about the provision
These bills

pathized
of any

so perhaps the legislature

got off the groundo

earmarking

tax.

they could pass a

The Republican

to th e Stateo

Even this

would move

a little

For one reason

more

or anotherp

Quite a few people were wary

leadership

but give

did not receive

in the Senate a difsaid that

they sym-

but they did not foresee

At one time they toyed

f%increa.se

could feel

in the House, while

with . the problems of the cities,

t%sales

This bill

the funds.

were introduced

approach was triedo

was to move the

hoped they would move

amendment was passedo

about the way the money would be spento

bill

ferent

of services

f%to

with the idea that
the cities

passage
perhaps

and the other

enough consideration

f%

to ever be

-19introduced
liked

as a bill.

to refer

As another

to as their

alternative,

packa ge proposal."

consolidation

in the session

of city and county health

ized to levy two additional
cost of the service.

mills

The State

did give a one-time addition
Some of the alternatives
included

for the cities,

was a savin g of appr oximately $800,000

assistance

a gross-receipts

tax,

city,

which would have required

porated

a.~d water supply,

These proposals

drew little

for debate.

services

the unincorporated

which they received

For example, Salt Lake City residents
but their

tax

which passed the Senate but did not get through the House

to pay for municipal
wideo

a one-time windfall

earmarkin g the oleomargarine

collect j_.nga fee for garbage collection

Another bill

fund, but

but never adopted

tax to give the cities

and · never came out on the floor

was a bill

to the general

which were considered

a tax on soda pop, and a tax on cigaretteso
support

for Band C roads was

to the road fund for the citieso

a speed-up of the sales

of about $750,000,

The county was author-

tax and it would assume the

fund collection

speeded up which did not give direct

parts

and provided for the

departments.

of property

The net result

for Salt Lake City.

There were several

11

S. B. 36 was passed early

to this.

they came up with what they

which were not county-

pay for fire

county levy goes to pay for fire

areas receive

protection

protection

for .which they pay the same levy.

would have freed approximately

areas in a county

in the

which unincor-

This bill,

S. B. 226

$750,000 for Salt Lake City which they could

have reallocated.
The two bills
bills

which did pass,

which provided for an increase

$5 and also for the elimination
for first-class

cities.

goes back to th e cities

other than those mentioned above were
in the cost of car re gistration

of the upper limit

The money from the increase

on property

of

tax levies

in car re gi stration

based on the number of veh:i.cles rec;istered

in their

-20_;

area.

The second made it possible

tax in order to meet their

for the cities

needso

was not enough, the legislators

to levy additional

Although the cities

felt

that

still

they did quite

felt

a bit

property
like

this

for the city

problems.
The final

approach which was a poss ibility

should do nothing
ways.

and let

Some people felt

care of thejr
or else,

the cities
that

problemso

solve their

the cities

told

the legislature

problems in their

had adequate

When the cities

some of the legislators

was that

resources

own

to take

said they wanted the sales

tax

them they would get nothing.

CONSOLIBATIO
N OF POSITIONS
Much of what transpired
mentioned,

but I will

and the lobbyists
a definite

part

legislato~s
knew that

progressed

try to summarize the basic

as the final

days approached.

from the Law Enforcement

of the picture

much clearer

were disappointed

that

has already

positions
After

commitment on how much money was available

funds was received
that

as the session

Planning

been

of the legislators

much discussion,
from Omnibus Crime

Agency.

than it was initially.

This made
Some of the

it did not promise more, but now they

they would have to look elsewhere

in order to come up with enough

money.
From the point
issue

was the only one bothering

not trueo
balanced

The major project
budget includine

which they approve.
Session

of view of this

to cut bud eets

the legislators.

the right

it has sounded like
This,

bill

this

of c-0urse, was

is to come up with a

amount of money for all

This appropriations

meet in their

perhaps

of the legislat1.1re

as it draws to a closeo

the le r,islators

paper,

the programs

becomes the main jssue

of the

Other items have to take a back se at as
appropriations

subcommittee

and come up with adequat e revenue.

meetin e;s tryin e;
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After

th e mine occupation

approximately

$4 million,

tax failed,

which would have brought

the legislators

in

had to decide whether to cut

back programs proposed in the Governor 's bud get or to find additionai
sources
State

of revenue.

This situation

as well as the cities

should be reserved

added impetus to the argument that

has limited

resources

for the use of the State,

and that

the sales

if not now at least

the
tax

in the

fuhire o
Another thing whi ch has previously

been alluded

away sone of the impetus for th e sales
mentation

of the lobby efforts.

tax increase.

Instead

continually

the lobbyists

worked at cross-purposes.

upon the l egislators

fo r the diffe r ent

I have already

the anta gonism between the vario us proponents
about the way the money should be usedo

This was the fra g-

of pushing for some type of a

compromise measure and combj_ning efforts,
interests

to served to t.::i.ke

and the differing

mentioned
opinions

Because of the increased

from other quarters,

pressure

the lobbying became even more

ineffectiveo
LACK OF COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

Perhaps the concerns
tax increase

were so divergent

on which to work.

that

is a possibility

about the effort

followin g ite ms.

Most of the l egislators

to create

support

in the session

that

they would have

had thP y hef:?r ;:ihl.P.to work to gether .

which both ered the legislators

popular

groups who were for the sales

they could not find a common ground

However, there

been more successful
thines

of the individual

for the measures.

was structured

who doesn ' t want to protect

disliked

included

the

the use of emotion alism

The surv ey published

to p;et an emotional
lives

Some of the

and property?

response .

After

The advertisement

early
all,
by

-22ABLE about midway throu gh th e Session
because the y felt

that

imate expressions

of opinion.

the receipt

the responses

Another thing

too much like

that

that

bothered

are little

letters.

some corn flakes

Salt

Lake.

existing
Their

cities

in the state

and this

constituents

the state

The policeman's
and benefits

officers

crime rate

prime concern was bringing
was an acceptable
them down the river

reven ue to cut back on

to tax rais es no matter

and also for the hiring

about this

aspect.

the financial
standard.
because

salaries

of new oneso

They kept citing

lot

but

figures

but their

of the policemen up to what

They even

accused the cities

of

they were going to use the money for

than law enforcement.

to put more polic emen on the streeto

of lack of police.

was to get enough money

They equated decreases

of policemen on the streets.

in home rob be ri es in recent
results

what part of

and the need for more officers,

The AI3LE program had a prime goal and that

the addition

as

some of the money should be used for the courts,

about the increasing

programs other

the same trouble

unions were going to use the money to increase

concerned

selling

in the bud get.

did not impress the le gislators.

certainly

they were not overly

they felt

deficit

in.

for present

They did mention that

plan

simply said

were not in quite

have an aversion

they live

contesto

The cities

projected

They also were going to use this

taxes,

by

them was the lack of a comprehensive

they would use it to make up their

However, all

impressed

The send-in-a-coupon

to make use of the money once it was obtained.
that

disre garded

were tri r,eer ed were not legit-

Most politicians

of hundreds of identical

program sounded a bit

was almost totally

They pointed

years and the increasin

in crime with

to the increase

g crime r ate as direct

They did n0t have a logical

answer to the

-23~
question

about what would happen to the criminals

if the court

system and the detention

graded to deal with increased

once they were captured

and correction

arrests

system were not up-

and convictionso

To many of the

it seemed as if the ABLEpeople were dependine

legislators

upon a simplistic

answer to solve the problem of crjme.
All of these
fairly

points

sophisticated.

emphasize the fact

that

most legislators

They have had enough experience

money alone simply does not solve many problems.
besides

handing out blank checks.

financing

of the state

money should be appropriated

pressure

tactics

resented

this.

logical

are lim ited

and emotionalism

.

to realize

Other things
the necessity

of any program which they want to succeed,

the resources
before

They realize

are
that

must be done
for adequate

but they realize

and some justificati

felt

that

and some of them

Many of them seemed more amenable to well-organized
This is not to s~

presentations.

good presentations,

that

but some of the bad events

that

on must be made

Also the legislators

were being exploited

more

the lobbyists

and

did not make

overshado wed them.

CRUSHOF IMPENDING
ISSUES
The last
indeed.
earlier

two weeks of a session

Although continuing
in the session,

is needed to bring
legislation.

efforts

which have fairly

die an inglorious

the pressure

about the compromises necessary

At approximately

the 45th d~
sifting

substantial

death at this

time.

are very hectic

have been made to get more work done

it seems that

not been acted upon are put into
bills

of the legislature

all

for passage

of the bills

committee.

support

of the impending close

After

are reported

of important

which have
this

out.

time,

only

Many bills

-24One of the issues
little

which was deemed important,

failed.

on the House floor,
It seemed that

matters

a bit

hesitant

The legislators
proponents
beginning

but even with extensive

a combination

H. B. 225 was
amendments, it

of concern with other

about approving

of the session.

this

attitude

of the sales

who were at that
areas to achieve

attitude

been expressed

turned

enough to do without
unless

to apathy.

several

income tax revisions,

enough support

reor ganizati on, education

and yet the supporters

by some new choices.

As the progress

oth er pieces

was better

in this

substances

act,

and joint

had

to be a dead
came up

from the

direction

of major legislation

appropriations,

had earlier

The legislators

but they could not get support

A good deal of bargaining
it

The name of th e game

most of th e legislators

amendments moved towards passage

philoso phy that

to pass certain

some of the concern that

Certainly

the controlled

or nothingo

in comin g up

tryin g to push something which appeared

a few alternatives,

at the

adamant.

became apparent

it was revived

to a standstill,

time involved

amateurish.

were still

groups they were tryin g to help.

reached.

but the

to go for all

seems to be compromise,

tax increase

As this

stitutional

to consider,

They seemed willing

seemed a bit

at the end o'f a session

with quite

made the le gis-

did not chan ge a note of the tune they were singing

with compromis es in other
measures,

pressing

the measure.

had asked for alternatives

To many of the legislators

a bill

tax.

and a rej ecti on of the methods of the lobbyists

lators

issue

f%sales

consensu s had been reached was the

considered

but about which very

such as the

justice

of the peace

resolutions

on con-

as effective

compromises were

was going on which poi nt ed up th e

to pass a sli ghtly water ed-down version

than not to pass it at all.

came

of

-25It was not until

tax increase

for th e sales
Ey then,

the very la .st minut e that
realized

that

this

some of the proponents
might be a valid

appro ach.

it was too lateo
RESULTS

The net result

of the whole effort

for the increased

good or bad dependin e on whether

either
sales

tax was the crucial

issue.

or not the adoption

Some people felt

were whether or not the policemen

for increasing

the problems of double-taxation

were solved.

be increased

by !% then th e net result

The prospects

tax increase,

were fairly

!% between the cities

significant

in their

effect,

feeso

It did give the cities

nature

was the bill

mills

instead

cities

of distinguishing

least

felt

If this

was the case,

referendum

good at one point

for splitting

but this
pieces

that

fell

then

tax should

Admittedly

limit

between the size

been limited

to 18.5 mills.

the property

tax levies

the
On

were passed in

some of the measures

such as the increased

more money, though.

or other-

by the wayside.

of legislation

which made a statewide

had previously

legislators

manpower, whether some of

was nil.

to the problems of the cities.

were short-range

issues

whether

county-option,

and the state

the other hand, several
relation

the real

If the point was whether or not the sales

There was no sales
wise.

that

tax was

of increased

got money for pay increases,

enou gh money was made available

somethin g was doneo

sales

car registration

Another bill

of this

on property

tax of 35

of cities.

First-class

While very few of the

should go much higher,

the mechanism had been gi ven to the cities

to increase

at

it if they

had to.
Some of the bills
hea lth department

which had lon g-range

consolidation,

implications

were these:

SJR 1, and SB 92 dealin g with optional

-26-,

forms of county government,
upgrading
court

the justice

judges,

these will
section.

establishment

of the peace system,

and strengthening

affect

of a sin gle prosecutor

the issues

the bail

and parole

which were mentioned

Another thing which resulted

some of the urban police

adding juvenile

departments

was better

and district

systems .

All of

at the first

of this

communication between

and the Law Enforcement

Agency in makin g maximum use of Federal

system,

Planning

funds which are available

for

law enforcement.
It appears

that

almost everyone who is intimately

and county government in the urban areas of the state
of consolidation
session

were

is necessary.
the first

The bills

lo gical

steps

exists

in the state

initial

investigation

cution

is carried

office

of district

pr os ecutor

will

a case and the requirement
attorney.

and give all

which now

responsible
that

These bills

of the res ponsibilities

of the measures mentioned are aimed at upgrading

of the bills

which were passed which have important

and law enforce ment , but they are some of th e

The le gis lature

probably

could be said about many other

issues .

atUtu.de

the end of the session,

could have done more, but the same

an effort

was made to determjne

of some of th e main spok esmen for the sales

the effectivenes

the

to the

the court and corr ecti ons systems in the stateo

After

prose-

eliminate

and strengthening

more obvious.

for

further

The rest

conse quences for the cities

county.

not have to have the

county attorney.

These are not all

this

to determin e

concept chan ges the situation

out by th e district
attorney

some type

th e counties

which makes the county prosecutor
into

that

serve the people in that

If these measures pass every county in the state
same form • . The single

feel

with city

which were passed during

in enabling

the type of government which would best

involved

s o.f the le p;islature

tax in relation

durin 13t he 39th sessio n.

the
to

The fj _r!'it

-27person contacted

was the spokesman for ABLE. He was asked what was

going to happen to ABLE now that
tax had not passed .

we will

session

next year if this

get more policemen

He said,

on the streets,

the various

and he said that

of the recently

that

systemo

11

it would have to be termed a
Reference

which had been passed in relationship
was f'p sales

objective

more policemen on the streets

then

completed session

in terms of law enforcemento

the first

is to

is accomplished,

the whole law enforcement

and he replied

bills

and in the bud get

"Our main objective

and once this

He was asked what he thought

nothin g11 legislature

to work for its

of the legislature

failed.

look to strengthen

the legislature

had ended and the! % sales

He sa .id that ABLE would continue

passag e durin g a special
session

the session

of
do-

11

was made to

to law enforcement

tax increase

and when the legislature

to put

did not do this,

they had failed.
Another proponent

who was at the Capitol

Commissi oner Garn of Salt
not believe
with their

that

the legislature

problems.

were stop-gap

Lake City.

quite

frequently

When contacted,

had done nothing

He said simply that

the bills

was

he said he could

to help the cities
which had passed

measures and they would not solve the problemso

When

asked why he did not sup port S. B. 226 which would have helped eliminate
double-taxation
one would listen
increase

for city

residents,

he replied

to himo He cor:tinued

was the only real

that

to maintain

he had, but that
that

the sales

no

tax

answero
CONCLUSION

What has been wri t t en in this
that

paper has been a Slunmary of the events

took pl ace durin e the J9th session

of the Utah Legislature

in respect

-2 8to the! ~ sales
perhaps

tax increase

a certa.in

amount of bias

st ate now my evaluation

point

I outlined

they have to face are increasing

trouble

of the cities'
groups.

at this

I agree,

then,

I disa gree to some extent

point

because

problems they have to face is the
at an alar min g ra .te.

with their

their

particular

did not get enougho
th ey got , although
thin gs .

First,

of proposal

efforts.

less

that

but even then they felt

they would have eotten

have supported.

Up until

more than

only with each oth er but with the legislators

to alternatives

support

Thirdly,

have come up with a comprehensive

each other's

to compromise, not

themselves.

would have been much more receptive
groups .

the very last

tended to sabotage

th ey should have been more willing

from thes e various

they

major groups should have come up with some tYPe

the policemen and ABLE all

Secondly,

They got some

than they asked for if they had done several

which they could all

day, the citiesP

At least

approach did not prove to be functionalo

I am suggesting

the three

of these

and with factuality.

than those they asked for,

perhaps

part

methods.

They did not eet what they asked for from the legislature.
help in ways other

Because

the policemen 's

with the objectives

deals with functionality

in time,

the problems that

They are aJ"l concerned with this

problems.

My criticjsm

well at the be ginning,

with those people who represent

unions and with ABLE.

fact .

as the tax base they must use to combat

One of the most serious

sympathize

Let me

and the problems they face

them fairly

crime problem which seems to be increasing
of this,I

to me.

keeping in mind that

They are in serious

them is leavin g.

to a le gislator,

should be attributed

is with the cities

in historyo

but to reiterate:

As an assistant

of the situation

My sympathy basically
in this

proposal.

The legislators

which received

each group individually

proerarn for spending

the money.

strong
should
Salt

'

(

-29Lake City prepared
like

a fairly

to see the city

Fourthly,

eood resume

reducinG taxes

l%sales

the

have worked for a split

appeared to be a bit

be impressed

more with cold fact
tax increase

the same lobbyists

sounded like

attacking

efforts

full-blown
legislators

which were, in fact,

designed

After

all,

they should

these

Fifth,

propagandao
push bills

which dealt

to carry
solutions

seem to

Much of the campaign
Lastly,
like

the ball

system,

then these
for more

are long-range

the problems of the system so that

if

those

with the legal

the same problems,

would have been more willing

to attack

theirs.

Most legislators

than emotionalism.

had helped certain

areas.

increased

or some oth er alternative.

amateurish.

and others

money in these

did not

tax did not have a chance,

concerned with consolidation

legislators

but the legislators

as the State

with the State

the lobbying

for the sales

,

should have seen the writin e on the wall earlier,

the proponents

and having seen that

1

money will

programs
not be

wasted.
If the lobbyists
cooperate,

and if

had been more flexible,

if they had learned

they had been able to compromise, I contend that

would hav~ had greater

success.

If the objectives

of the various

are to be met, they are going to have to develop more expertise
ing.
goals.

to

It would certainl;s{ facilitate

the attainment

of their

they
groups

in lobb y-

legislative

